PowerBuilder 2017
Datasheet
Build Faster, Better, Business Apps

Compliance

Windows 10 &
Updated DB Drivers

Remain eligible to receive tech support, keep
your production apps running smoothly, and
comply with corporate policies.

Take advantage of these new OS and database
versions without risk or headaches.

New Desktop Features

New Mobile Apps

Enhance your existing apps with native PDF,
dockable windows, OData, and 64-bit executables.

Leverage existing skills and code assets to rapidly
develop cross-OS mobile apps with native mobile
functionality powered by Apache Cordova.

INNOVATIVE FEATURES

DELIVERED YEARLY

AT A NEW LOW PRICE

The new PowerBuilder roadmap
keeps what you love and adds
proven technology standards.
Your projects will benefit from
core desktop enhancements,
improved productivity, n-tier app
architecture, and .NET interop.

The new innovative features of
PowerBuilder are delivered to you
in agile yearly cycles, which will
allow you to keep your apps
up-to-date. But upgrades are
never forced onto you.

PowerBuilder 2017 licenses are
sold on a subscription basis. This
eliminates the purchase of an
expensive perpetual license,
ensures you are never denied an
upgrade, and allows you to
flexibly adjust your team size.

Legacy PowerBuilder Users
This new major release of PowerBuilder was designed with
ease of upgradeability in mind for existing SAP customers.
It is the first new installment of PowerBuilder by Appeon
since it entered into agreement with SAP in July 2016 to
move your apps forward into the future.

The traditional desktop app was intentionally
enhanced only with absolutely critical new features to
ensure that you can quickly and reliably switch off PowerBuilder 12.x before that version is discontinued.

Pricing
PowerBuilder 2017 is sold as a subscription, which includes a non-perpetual license for the software, access to upgrades, and
standard technical support. Regardless you have an active support plan with SAP or are still using a very old version of
PowerBuilder, you may upgrade by simply purchasing a subscription of PowerBuilder 2017.

STANDARD
$

CLOUD

695

$

developer / year

995

developer / year

This is virtually similar to the
previous Enterprise Edition, with
the exception of .NET Web
Services and Assemblies.
Great for developing traditional
desktop apps.

Ideal for customers that want to
take advantage of Web APIs, share
business logic among apps, and
simplify deployment to the
desktop with an n-tier Internet
architecture.

System Requirements

UNIVERSAL

1595

$

developer / year

Ideal for customers that want their
business apps and data to be
accessible on practically any
device and OS, and powered by an
n-tier Internet architecture.

Contact us

Desktop. Windows 7-10 and Windows Server 2008-2016 (32-bit or 64-bit).

www.appeon.com

Mobile. iOS 9.x or 10.x and Android 5.x or 6.x. Please refer to product manuals
for certified devices.

info@appeon.com

Server. Microsoft IIS 7-10 on Windows Server 2008-2016 with .NET 4.x framework (32-bit or 64-bit).

+1.877.327.7366

Database. ADO.NET, Native, and ODBC interfaces for accessing most leading
databases and versions. Please refer to product manuals for details.
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